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Music-specific Emotion Model

The quest for understanding musical emotions is a millennial old one, a

history recorded since works of Plato who investigated effects of music on

human emotions and personality, and Aristotle who believed music affects

soul and purifies emotions. In the last decades these efforts have been

accelerated by findings of neuroscience and psychological emotion models

development.

Emotion model is an important

aspect of emotion studies because it

sets the path for your journey of

understanding emotions. So, in this

study we probed the models for the

best path.

Russell’s Circumplex emotion model

(Russell, 1980) is the most used in

the context of musical emotions Circumplex model (Russell , 1980)

studies; But it has been criticized for its lack of resolution in encompassing

the whole palette of emotions induced by music. Therefore, by

investigating music-specific emotion models like GEMS (Zentner et al,

2008) and AMC (Audio Mood Classification, 2010), we proposed VAR, a

new 3D model of emotion.

In this model, Valence and Arousal have the same definition as the

Circumplex model; While Valence polarizes the pleasantness of the

perceived emotion and Arousal its level of energy, Reflection as the third

dimension polarizes thoughtfulness and nostalgic attributes of emotion.

This new dimension was aimed to distinguish emotion labels like happy

from heroic, sad from meditative and so on. Recently, a similar 3D model

of emotion was also developed by Greenberg et al. (2016), in which a new

dimension is introduced as Depth, with similar definition of Reflection in

VAR emotion model. To confirm model’s capability an online

investigation was undertaken, followed by EEG to test its correlates.

Distribution of emotions in VAR based on K-means clustering 
Functional connectivity networks of  VAR dimensions in different frequency bands 

VAR: The new emotion model in action
To the test the abilities of VAR, a stimulus set of 63 tracks (30s

duration), designed based on seven emotion labels, was uploaded online

for participants to rate. A total of 1247 participants rated the tracks, and

by using k-means and mean-based clustering, results showed that the

model is capable of distinguishing different emotions.

For the next step, five emotion clusters and three tracks with least

Euclidean distance from the cluster center were chosen, to investigate

the neural substrates of processing emotional values of music.

A 64 channel ANT Neuro EEG

device was used to record brain

electrical activity of 30 subjects

(16 male) while listening to

music with a Sennhieser HD

380. After each track, subjects

rated the emotion they

experienced on VAR model.

Signals were processed with EEGLab toolbox,

filtering frequencies above 40 Hz and below 1 Hz,

interpolating bad channels and removing bad

components with Adjust 1.1.1 plugin. Signal of each

track was divided into five frequency band, ranging:

Delta (1-4 Hz), Theta (4-8), Alpha (8-12 Hz), Beta

(12-30 Hz), and Gamma (30-40 Hz).

The functional connectivity of each band

was investigated using correlation

method, and the correlation of the

functional connectivity with ratings of

each band was examined to find the

functional connectivity networks (FCN)

pertaining to the processing of each

dimension of emotion model, which led to

several main networks, summarized in the

chart.

After investigation of functional

connectivity of different bands and its

correlation with VAR axes for all the

subjects, the procedure was repeated

separately for each gender. Due to this

specification the correlations improved

and the results showed different

functional connectivity network is

activated in each gender, representing

gender differences in emotional

processing.

FCNs: What are the networks, are they gender dependent

Axis Valence Arousal Reflection

Group All Male Female All Male Female All Male Female

Delta FL-CR

FR-CL

PL-AFR

FL-PL

FL-PR FL-FR

FL-POR PL-PR --- FR-CPL FL-FR
---

Theta CL-FR
FL-PL

FL-PR

--- FL-POR --- FL-PR FL-FR

PL-PR

CPL-POR

PL-PR ---

Alpha PL-FCR FR-CR --- FL-POR

FR-POL

PL-FL PL-FR FL-PR
--- FL-PR

Beta CL-FR --- --- --- --- --- FL-PR FL-PR
---

Gamma FL-CR

FR-CL

--- FR-CL
--- --- --- PL-CR --- PL-FR

FCN for Reflection in Delta band

FCN for Reflection in Theta band

According to Chandra et al. (2016)

while processing emotions, small-world

FCNs are formed, that have high global

efficiency and act in favor of integration

and specified information processing.

Jalili (2015) has discussed that male

brain have more global efficiency (more

global network connections) in all

different bands, while female brain has

more local efficiency, specially in right

hemisphere. In this study, results shows

that in both genders, brain favors

different FCNs for processing different

aspects of emotion information, which

corroborates Chandra et al.’s (2016)

assertion. But we didn’t observe a

gender based local or global preference

in the data despite Jalili (2015) study. FCN for Reflection in Alpha Left: Female, Right: Male

FCN for Reflection in Delta Left: Female, Right: Male

FCN for Reflection in Theta Left: Female, Right: Male


